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Supplementary Materials and Methods  

MD parameters for non-standard residues 

Parameters, except for partial charges and atom types for the DNA-protein cross-links at the 

lesion site and the incoming NTP parameters were assigned according to GAFF4 and the 

AMBERff14SB5, 6 force field, using the antechamber module of AMBER14.7 

DNA-Peptide cross-links Partial charges for the lysine linked to cytosine via the one-carbon 

linker were computed based the fragment shown below. The N- and C- termini of lysine were 

capped with ACE and NME residues, respectively. The charges for these capping groups were 

assigned in the AMBER FF9X force fields. For the cytosine base, the N1 atom was capped with 

a CH3 group. The whole fragment was geometry optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory 

using Gaussian09.8 Subsequently, the partial atomic charges were determined using the 

restrained electrostatic potential9 (RESP) fit procedure at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory. Then 

the non-standard base/side chains were merged with the corresponding standard parm99 

nucleotide/amino acid residues to obtain topologies for the non-standard nucleotides/residues. 

The capping methyl group on the N1 atom was replaced by the C1' carbon atom of deoxyribose 

and the residual fractional charge was added to this C1' carbon. The partial charges and atom 

types are given in Table S5. A similar procedure was applied to the DpC adduct, where the lysine 

side chain was conjugated to the C7 position of 7-deaza-dG via a two-carbon linker. The partial 

charges and atom types are given in Table S6. 
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Chemical structures of DNA-protein cross-links and the fragments for RESP charge calculations. 

 

RNA incoming nucleotide (NTP) The GTP/ATP parameters were taken from Meagher et al.10; 

each NTP has a total charge of −4. To develop CTP and N1-protonated ATP parameters, we 

compared the parameters of the monophosphate in the AMBERff14SB force field with those of 

the triphosphate in GTP/ATP from Meagher et al.10 The Amber99sb force field parameters for 

cytosine/adenine were employed for the base and sugar ring of CTP and ATP. We first modeled 

CTP based on PDB 1AZS11 by replacing the guanine base with cytosine. The partial charges for 

the cytosine base were obtained in a similar fashion as for the original nucleic acid parameters.12 

The N1 atom of the cytosine base was capped with a methyl group and the partial atomic charges 

of this capped base were determined using the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP)9 fit 

procedure at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory. The capping methyl group on the N1 atom was 

replaced by the C1' carbon atom of ribose and the residual fractional charge was added to this 

C1' carbon. The obtained RESP charges for the base were merged with the corresponding ones 

for ATP/GTP developed by Meagher et al.10 to obtain the charges for the whole CTP, resulting in 

a total charge of −4. The partial charges and atom types are given in Table S7. 
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For the case of N1-protonated ATP, we capped an N1-protonated adenine base at the N9 atom 

with a methyl group. Then the atomic partial charges were determined using the RESP9 formalism 

from a wavefunction computed at the HF/6-31G(d) level. These RESP charges for the protonated 

adenine base were merged with the corresponding ones for ATP developed by Meagher et al.10 

to obtain the topology for the complete ATP+, resulting in a total charge of −3. The partial charges 

and atom types are given in Table S8. 

Molecular dynamics simulation protocols 

Construction of molecular topology and coordinate files for the initial models was performed 

using the tleap module of AmberTools147. The polymerases were explicitly solvated with the 

TIP3P13 water model with at least a 10 Å buffer. To neutralize the system, we used Na+ ions. Then 

we added approximately 100 Na+ and Cl− ions to bring the salt concentration close to the 

physiological value of ~ 0.15M. 

All systems were subjected to energy minimization, equilibration, and production dynamics 

using the PMEMD module of AMBER1614. All simulations were carried out according to the 

following simulation protocol: first, the counterions and water molecules were minimized for 2500 

steps of steepest descent and 2500 steps of conjugate gradient energy minimization, with a force 

constant of 50 kcal/mol/Å2 restraint on the solute atoms. Then, 30 ps initial MD at 10 K with 25 

kcal/mol/Å2 restraints on solute were performed to allow the solute to relax. Next, the system was 

heated from 10 K to 300 K at constant volume for 30 ps with 10 kcal/mol restraints on the solute. 

Restraints on the solute were then relaxed with 30 ps of 10 kcal/(molÅ2), 40 ps of 1 kcal/(molÅ2), 

50 ps of 0.1 kcal/(molÅ2), and 100 ps of 0.05 kcal/(molÅ2) restraints. Subsequently, unrestrained 

dynamics was propagated in the NPT ensemble with a 2 fs timestep. Production MD was 

conducted at 1 atmosphere, 300 K. Constant pressure was maintained with a weak-coupling 

(Berendsen15) barostat with a time constant of 1 ps. The simulation temperature was regulated 

by a Berendsen thermostat with a coupled thermostat of 4 ps time constant. In all MD simulations, 

the SHAKE16 algorithm for constraining the length of bonds to hydrogen was used. The short-

range cutoff for nonbonded interactions was 9.0 Å, and long-range electrostatic interactions were 

treated with the particle-mesh Ewald method.17 The simulations were run for ~ 1 µs and the 
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trajectories were saved every 10 ps for further analysis. The simulations were run initially for 

equilibration using the CPU version of the PMEMD.MPI implementation of SANDER from 

AMBER16,14 followed by production runs using the GPU version of the PMEMD.CUDA 

implementation of SANDER in AMBER1614 on NVIDIA Tesla K80 cards.18 

Structural stability 

In each simulation, the polymerase enzyme reached a stable state after ~ 200 ns MD simulation 

(Figures S4A) and the active site remained stable after ~ 250 ns (Figures S4B). Therefore, 

structural analyses were obtained from the MD frames with the first 300 ns discarded, resulting in 

a 700 ns production run for ensemble averaging. Within these ensembles, each domain has an 

average Ca RMSD of about 1−2 Å, indicating a stable conformation throughout the simulations 

(Table S1). 

Structural clustering 

Post-processing of all simulations was carried out using the CPPTRAJ module19 of AMBER147. 

The best representative structure was obtained from the last 700 ns simulation range using cluster 

analysis, which was performed using the average linkage hierarchical agglomerative method20 

and RMSD as the distance metric. We wished to study the structural and dynamic properties of 

the active site. For this purpose, we used the heavy atoms of the templating base and incoming 

NTP, as well as the neighboring two base pairs in the duplex region and the two Mg2+ ions for 

clustering. 

Major groove width 

The shortest distance between P atoms across the major groove in the duplex is used to define 

major groove width. The cross-strand distance from Pi on strand I to Pi+m on strand II is 

measured. In the case of T7 RNA polymerase, the major groove width corresponds to a minimum 

when m = 6 for all the cases except dC-ATP where the minimum occurs at m = 5. Due to the short 

length of the duplex, only three pairs of P-P distance measurement for the major groove width are 

possible. In the case of DNA Pol ƞ, the major groove width corresponds to a minimum near m = 

5 for all the cases, except dC-ATP where the minimum occurs at m = 4. 
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Supplementary Tables 

Table S1. Ensemble average values for hydrogen bonding interactions of the active site base-

pair. The occupancies (%), average distances (Å) and angles (º) of hydrogen bonds are listed for 

occupancies > 20 %. A hydrogen bond is formed if the donor-acceptor distance is < 3.5 Å and the 

angle of donor-H-acceptor is > 140o. The hydrogen bonding schemes are shown in the Figure 

below. 

Base-Pair  Hydrogen Bond  Unmodified DNA Base Modified DNA Base 

dG-CTP 
dG:N2−H····O2:CTP  98 %, 2.95 Å, 164º   96%, 2.85 Å, 163º 

dG:N1−H····N3:CTP  97 %, 2.95 Å, 162º   98%, 2.99 Å, 164º 

dG:O6····H−N4:CTP  97 %, 2.86 Å, 164º   57%, 2.97 Å, 157º 

 dC-GTP 
dC:O2····H−N2:GTP 99%, 2.80 Å, 163º   98%, 2.92 Å, 163º 

dC:N3····H−N1:GTP 99%, 2.94 Å, 165º   97%, 3.01 Å, 161º 

dC:N4−H····O6:GTP 77%, 2.96 Å, 157º        90%, 2.87 Å, 161º 

dC-ATP+ 
dC:O2····H−N1:ATP  98%, 2.78 Å, 163º  20%, 3.01 Å, 149º  

dC:N3····H−N1:ATP   95%, 2.97 Å, 162º 

dC:N3····H−N6:ATP  94%, 2.91 Å, 160º   

dC:N4−H····N6:ATP   65%, 3.09 Å, 153º 

 

Hydrogen bonding scheme of C-G matched and C-A+ mismatched base-pairs for the 

unmodified cases.  
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Table S2. Ensemble averages and standard deviations of the base-pair parameters21 at the active 

site. The parameters Buckle, Propeller and Opening (º), Shear, Stretch, and Stagger (Å), are 

illustrated below. 

Models 
T7RNAP 

Buckle Propeller Opening Shear Stretch Stagger 

       dG-CTP -9.9 ± 7.9 0.8 ± 9.7 -2.3 ± 3.1 -0.02 ± 0.34 -0.05 ± 0.12 0.22 ± 0.46 

dC-GTP -22.5 ± 6.5 -3.9 ± 5.9 3.0 ± 2.8 0.01 ± 0.28 0.08 ± 0.11 0.36 ± 0.35 

dC-ATP+ -26.9 ± 8.8 2.6 ± 7.8 6.8 ± 4.2 2.20 ± 0.43 -0.21 ± 0.18 -0.35 ± 0.44 

10mer-dG-CTP -24.8 ± 7.7 13.2 ± 10.3 1.5 ± 4.0 -0.16 ± 0.50 -0.04 ± 0.14 -0.88 ± 0.48 

11mer-dC-GTP -24.9 ± 7.3 5.8 ± 6.7 -0.4 ± 3.1 0.35 ± 0.26 0.07 ± 0.12 0.40 ± 0.36 

11mer-dC-ATP+ -14.5 ± 9.2 6.5 ± 8.2 5.1 ± 4.1 0.73 ± 0.46 -0.15 ± 0.16 -0.74 ± 0.44 

 

Imaged created by 3DNA21 illustrating the positive values of designated parameters. Note that 

ideal B-DNA adopts values near 0 for all parameters.   
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Table S3. Ensemble averages and standard deviations of the distance between the O3' of the 

primer terminus and the Pα of the NTP. The O3'−Pα distance is illustrated below. 

Models 10mer-

dG-CTP 

11mer-

dC-GTP 

11mer-

dC-ATP 

dG-CTP dC-GTP dC-ATP 

O3'−Pα 

Distance (Å) 

7.0 ± 0.6 4.9 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.1 

Note that the O3'−Pα distance in the 10mer-dG-CTP system is the largest and most dynamic, 

which is reflected in the largest standard deviation. 

 

Superimposition of final (red) and initial (gray) structures in the 10mer-dG-CTP MD trajectories 

shows great enlargement of the O3'−Pα distance. Due to the presence of the peptide, the 

incoming CTP is repositioned so that it is lifted away from the RNA terminus and propeller-twisted 

(~ 13°; see Table S3).   
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Table S4. Ca RMSD (Å) relative to the average structure for each domaina of the T7 RNA 

polymerase systems over the last 700 ns MD simulation. 

Models  Enzyme N-terminus Thumb Fingers Palm 

dG-CTP 1.9±0.4 2.1±0.5 1.2±0.3 2.0±0.6 0.6±0.1 

dC-GTP 1.6±0.2 1.7±0.3 1.7±0.4 1.5±0.3 0.8±0.2 

dC-ATP 1.7±0.4 2.3±0.6 0.8±0.4 1.2±0.3 0.7±0.1 

10mer-dG-CTP 1.7±0.3 2.0±0.5 1.2±0.3 1.3±0.2 1.0±0.2 

11mer-dC-GTP 1.9±0.3 1.7±0.3 1.8±0.5 2.4±0.5 0.8±0.1 

11mer-dC-ATP 1.7±0.3 1.9±0.5 1.4±0.2 1.5±0.3 0.8±0.1 

aDomain residues in T7 RNA polymerase: N−terminus, 1−324; thumb, 325−411; fingers, 

566−784; palm, 412−565, 785−883. 

The standard deviations of the RMSDs are also given. 
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Table S5. AMBER atom name, atom type and partial charge assignments for templating dC 
with C5 atom conjugated to side chain of lysine via a one-carbon linker. 
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Table S6. AMBER atom name, atom type and partial charge assignments for templating dG with 
C7 atom conjugated to side chain of lysine via a two-carbon linker. 
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Table S7. AMBER atom name, atom type and partial charge assignment for CTP.  
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Table S8. AMBER atom name, atom type and partial charge assignment for N1-protonated ATP. 
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Supplementary Figures 

 

 

Figure S1. Ligation scheme of 47-mer oligonucleotides containing 5fC or 7-deaza-DHP-dG into 

double stranded 100-mer DNA duplex with lesion on transcribing (A) or non-transcribing strand (B). 

X = 5fC or 7-deaza-DHP-dG. 
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Figure S2. (A) RT-PCR amplification of transcripts and (B) the double restriction enzyme 

digestion of RT-PCR products for LC-MS/MS analysis.  
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Figure S3. Extracted ion chromatograms of transcription bypass products of DNA-peptide 

cross-links at C7 of 7-deazaguanine. Error-free transcription products (5'-

CTAGTGTCGACG-3', [M-3H]3-=1218.87) (left panel) and its complementary strands (5'- 

CTAGCGTCGACA, [M-3H]3-=1208.54) (right panel). 
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Figure S4. Extracted ion chromatograms of transcription bypass products of DNA-peptide 

cross-links at C5 of cytosine. Error-free transcription products (5'-CTAGTGTCGACG-3', [M-

3H]3-=1218.87) (left panel) and C to T mutations (5'-CTAGTGTCAACG-3', [M-3H]3-=1213.54) 

(right panel). 
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Figure S5. The geometry of the template base-NTP base-pairs and their hydrogen bonds.  

The best representative structures of the MD simulations are shown for (A) unmodified models 

and (B) DpC-containing models. Hydrogen bonds with occupancies > 60% are displayed in thick 

dashed line, and lower values are shown in thin dashed lines. Hydrogen bond pairing partners, 

occupancy, average distances and angles are given in Table S2. The base-pair parameters, 

including Buckle, Propeller, Opening, Shear, Stretch, and Stagger, are given in Table S3. Views 

are (top) from the major groove of the hybrid duplex and (bottom) looking down the duplex helical 

axis. The templating DNA base and NTP are in orange and magenta sticks, respectively; the 

peptide is in red, the Mg2+ ion is in yellow sphere, the DNA is in cyan cartoon and the RNA is in 

yellow cartoon.   
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Figure S6. Template base-NTP base-pair alignment with (red) and without (gray) bulky 

DpCs. 

(A) In the case of the unmodified dC-ATP mismatched base-pair, dC-A+ forms a stable wobble 

pair (Table S2). However, in the presence of the 11mer peptide, the dC-A+ forms a shifted two-

hydrogen bonding scheme, in which the peptide causes the modified dC to move toward the minor 

groove. (B) For the dC-G matched base-pair, the peptide does not affect the position of the 

template base dC which is in a well-aligned Watson-Crick pair with GTP, although the GTP is 

modestly lifted from the RNA primer terminus in the presence of the peptide (Table S4). (C) The 

DpC-conjugated to dG greatly lifts the incoming CTP from the RNA terminus (Table S4) so that 

the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds are distorted (Tables S2-3).  

The best representative structures of each T7 polymerase system are shown. The unmodified 

template base cases are colored in gray and the DpC-containing cases are colored in red with 

the bulky DpCs in red surface rendering.  
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Figure S7. T7 RNA polymerase structural stabilities over the course of the 1 µs simulation 

for each system.  

(A) Ca RMSDs of the polymerase protein. (B) Heavy atom RMSDs of the templating base, the 

incoming NTP, and the end base-pair of the DNA-RNA hybrid duplex.  
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Figure S8. DpC-containing dC-dATP and dC-ATP base-pair in DNA pol ƞ22 and T7 RNA 

polymerase, respectively. The major groove width of the DNA-RNA hybrid duplex in T7 

RNA polymerase is much narrower than in the DNA duplex in DNA pol ƞ; this impacts the 

orientation of the conjugated-DpC in the major groove and consequently the hydrogen 

bonding in the dC-A+ mismatched base-pair. 

DpC-containing dC-dATP forms a stable C-A+ wobble pair in the DNA polymerase. In the RNA 

polymerase, two hydrogen bonds between DpC-containing dC-ATP are still retained. However, 

this hydrogen bonding scheme is shifted from the standard C-A+ wobble pair, due to the bulky 

peptide in the confined major groove, which shifts the template dC toward the minor groove. The 

major groove width is between 15 and 21 Å in the B-type DNA duplex in DNA polymerase ƞ and 

is around 8−9 Å in the A-type DNA-RNA hybrid in T7 RNA polymerase. The major groove width 

(black dotted line) is defined in the Supplementary Methods Section. The peptide is shown in red 

surface rendering, template dC is in orange sticks, incoming ATP/dATP is in magenta sticks, DNA 

is in blue and light blue cartoon rendering and RNA is in yellow cartoon rendering. 
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Figure S9. DpC-containing dC-dGTP and dC-GTP base-pair in DNA pol ƞ22 and T7 RNA 

polymerase, respectively. Hydrogen bonds of the DpC-containing dC-GTP in T7 RNA 

polymerase are better-aligned than the dC-dGTP base-pair in DNA pol ƞ22.  

The DpC in the wide and spacious major groove of DNA Pol ƞ draws the template base dC toward 

the peptide; it causes the template base dC to be greatly propeller-twisted (~ 28°) so that only 

one full and two ~ half hydrogen bonds are formed. By contrast, in T7 RNA polymerase, the much 

narrower major groove confines the DpC so that the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds between dC 

and GTP are well-aligned.  
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Figure S10. Representative gel to construct 100-mer oligo containing site-specific DNA-

peptide cross-links by ligation.   
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Supplementary Movie 

Movie S1: T7 RNA polymerase ternary complex, containing the 11mer peptide cross-linked 

to the templating dC opposite to the N1 protonated incoming ATP. 
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